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       People do things for love and belief and passion, not just because
they're paid to do it. 
~Herbert

As never before does the keeping of our economic machine in tune
depend upon wise policies in the administrative side of the government.

~Herbert

I dont like Jews. Or colored folk. Or natives, now that you mention it...I
bet you like Catholics. Cant stand them either. Nor women, Fabians,
Socialists, homosexuals, Asians, or British. 
~Herbert

I always talk about my ambition with music, and it's to sort of seduce
people into listening to sounds they wouldn't normally listen to or want
to hear. 
~Herbert

You always come back to Duke Ellington - he's kind of like the thread
that holds everything together from the big band descending to lots of
jazz, actually. 
~Herbert

In modern studios, we're so used to becoming little dictators; you're
used to the fascism of having complete control over every element. 
~Herbert

Often people try and just consider music as music, in a musical context.
People seem to forget that music is not just audio material - it's also the
artwork, the packaging it comes in. 
~Herbert

I think people are complacent about sound, because we're so limited by
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the textures and timbres we hear in music, but in our everyday life we
hear the most incredible things. 
~Herbert

I think rhythm is, when you talk about rhythmic sensibility, quite
perceptive in that I like to have at least one thing that is at least
common or familiar to the audience. 
~Herbert

I try to be original in every piece of music I do, and of course I probably
fail every time. 
~Herbert

Chaos is hateful. That indeterminate nature of war brings a really
unsettling atmosphere to life. 
~Herbert

Pigs are very intelligent. They're very misunderstood. Yet they're sort of
man's unofficial best friend. 
~Herbert
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